Introduction
============

Human body homeostasis is maintained by numerous endogenous substrates characterized by unique properties that help them to perform specific functions. For years, bile acids were recognized as biosurfactants with crucial roles in endogenous organotropism. They are facial amphiphiles synthesized in the liver and stored in the gall bladder, and exist as ionized bile salts (BSs) under physiological conditions. The unique molecular structure and interfacial properties of these amphiphilic steroidal compounds have made them an intriguing subject for pure academic research. Their extraordinary emulsifying and solubilizing properties have led to their utilization as delivery systems for medicines and cosmetics as well.[@b1-ijn-10-3955],[@b2-ijn-10-3955] Such natural surfactants are synthesized in the liver from cholesterol that is used as a precursor for primary BSs, mainly chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA) and cholic acid. During fasting, bile is concentrated in the gall bladder, whereas upon food intake, bile is secreted into the small intestine. In the latter, BS are modified by intestinal bacteria into secondary bile acid (lithocholic acid and deoxycholic acid). Before excretion, bile acids are peptide-bound with glycine (75%) or taurine (25%) and self-assembled into micelles. Their peculiar self-assembly characteristics facilitate their beneficial functions in digestion and absorption of water-insoluble nutrients (fats and fat-soluble vitamins) by dispersing them into mixed micelles (MM).[@b2-ijn-10-3955]--[@b4-ijn-10-3955] BSs are later reabsorbed either by active transport from the terminal ileum or passively throughout the whole length of the intestine. When the reabsorption process is complete, BSs recirculate to the liver via the portal vein, undergoing this enterohepatic circulation 6--15 times per day. Throughout the enterohepatic circulation, BSs pass via numerous active and passive transport systems in the liver and intestine.[@b5-ijn-10-3955],[@b6-ijn-10-3955] Major differences in the structure of the common bile acids encompass the number, position, and stereochemistry of hydroxyl groups in the steroid nucleus derived from cholesterol. BSs possess unique characteristics differentiating them from conventional surfactants. Instead of a hydrophilic head and a flexible hydrophobic tail, BSs do not exhibit a typical head--tail structure but planar polarity. BSs are rigid, almost flat molecules with weakly separated hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces. The hydrophobic surface lies on the convex side of the rigid steroid ring system, as shown in [Figure 1](#f1-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="fig"}. The concave side of the molecule contains one, two, or three hydroxyl groups and an amino group that can be conjugated with taurine, glycine, or other amino acids.[@b2-ijn-10-3955],[@b7-ijn-10-3955] Owing to their peculiar structure and self-assembly potential, BSs have versatile pharmaceutical applications. Endogenous homeostasis of BSs has been pharmaceutically exploited to enhance the therapeutic effect of many pharmaceuticals, mainly cholesterol-lowering agents in addition to hydrophobic and nonabsorbable actives. Furthermore, transport systems and metabolic pathways for BSs are currently the subject of intense pharmaceutical research efforts.[@b5-ijn-10-3955],[@b6-ijn-10-3955],[@b8-ijn-10-3955]--[@b10-ijn-10-3955] By taking advantage of specific transport systems, the combination of bile acids and drugs can lead to liver-specific pharmaceuticals.[@b1-ijn-10-3955],[@b3-ijn-10-3955]

In the pharmaceutical field, BSs have been exploited to improve hydrophilicity of water-insoluble active pharmaceutical ingredients (such as amphotericin B, resveratrol, and oxaprozin) mainly by the wetting effect.[@b11-ijn-10-3955]--[@b13-ijn-10-3955] Furthermore, BSs have been employed as permeation enhancers in topical dosage forms including buccal, ocular, nasal, and transdermal routes of administration.[@b14-ijn-10-3955]--[@b17-ijn-10-3955] Besides, the serendipitous discovery of BS gelation tendency led to their use as low-molecular-weight cationic hydrogelators.[@b18-ijn-10-3955] A recent era in pharmaceutical research encompassed fabrication of BS-integrated nanocarriers to overcome major obstacles of drug delivery. Poor oral bioavailability and tumor targeting efficiency constitute the two major concerns of recent nanotechnologies. Versatile nanocarriers have captured our interest to improve the delivery characteristics of drugs, including nanoemulsions, solid lipid nanoparticles (NPs), nanostructured lipid carriers, nanosuspensions, nanogels, liposomes, and modified liposomes.[@b14-ijn-10-3955],[@b19-ijn-10-3955]--[@b25-ijn-10-3955] Among others, liposomes constitute the classical type of phospholipid (PL) vesicles recognized as delivery systems of choice for hydrophilic drugs, particularly peptide and proteins. Nevertheless, PL vesicles would suffer digestion in the GIT (gastrointestinal tract) by BSs as lipophilic substrates.[@b23-ijn-10-3955] After oral administration, endogenous BSs will be inserted and partitioned into PL bilayers to form MM. Digestion of bilayers is anticipated to lose the hydrophilic drug moiety incorporated in the vesicular core. In consequence, instability, drug leakage, and low entrapment efficiency are the obstacles to oral use of liposomes. Oral digestibility of liposomes triggered the formulation of modified generations of vesicular systems with higher GIT stability.[@b26-ijn-10-3955],[@b27-ijn-10-3955] Next generations of liposomes with stability include phytosomes[@b23-ijn-10-3955] and, more recently, bilosomes.[@b28-ijn-10-3955],[@b29-ijn-10-3955] Bilosomes are BS-integrated liposomes for improving oral delivery of actives. Bilosomes and modified bilosomes (including probilosomes and surface-engineered bilosomes) demonstrate higher oral stability, protective effect, and permeation-enhancing properties compared with conventional liposomes and niosomes.[@b29-ijn-10-3955]--[@b32-ijn-10-3955] Such novel nanocarriers could be employed to improve the oral bioavailability of vaccines, hydrophilic drugs,[@b4-ijn-10-3955],[@b29-ijn-10-3955],[@b33-ijn-10-3955]--[@b40-ijn-10-3955] and insoluble actives as well.[@b41-ijn-10-3955] In another avenue, injectable size-tunable cholate NPs have been recently developed for cancer targeting with superior properties to their peer nanocarriers. Cholate NPs enjoy tunable physicochemical properties that help them to achieve higher drug loading, tumor targeting, and lower side effects compared with polymeric and lipid NPs.[@b42-ijn-10-3955],[@b43-ijn-10-3955]

However, a close search of the literature has found that there is a dearth of articles dealing with the potential roles of BSs in novel nanocarriers. This review is hence the first to provide a comprehensive overview of endogenous and exogenous pharmaceutical applications of BSs, with particular emphasis on intriguing applications in nanomedicine.

Pharmaceutical applications of endogenous functions of BSs
==========================================================

The dissolved components of bile in humans consist of bile acids (67%), PLs (22%, mainly lecithin), cholesterol (4%), gall pigments (0.3%), and various proteins. In most animals and humans, bile is secreted from hepatocytes into the canaliculi, from where it drains into the bile ducts, hepatic ducts, and finally into the common bile duct and gall bladder.[@b44-ijn-10-3955] The hepatic duct shows many individual anatomical variations before it drains into the common bile duct that could explain the intersubject variation in bile amount and digestion process. In humans and most animals, bile is stored in the gall bladder under high concentrations achieved by constant removal of water and electrolytes. The secretory response is initiated as the acid chyme enters the duodenum and is mediated by secretin and cholecystokinin, which stimulates the gallbladder to contract and secrete bile. Rats have no gall bladder, and hence, there is a continuous flow of more diluted bile directly from the liver into the intestine, which peaks after food consumption.[@b1-ijn-10-3955],[@b44-ijn-10-3955] The human bile acid pool contains about 2.5--5 g of bile acids, consisting mainly (\~90%) of cholic acid, CDCA, and deoxycholic acid in the ratio of about 2:2:1. Ursodeoxycholic acid and lithocholic acid are found in the remaining 10% of the pool. MM with PL are usually formed in a PL:bile ratio of 1:3 in humans and 1:10 in rats.

Role in digestion and absorption
--------------------------------

Endogenous bile plays a crucial beneficial role in the lipid digestion and absorption process. The digestion process of lipid takes place to a limited extent in the stomach (10%--30%) via gastric lipase, and more significantly in the small intestine (70%--90%) via pancreatic lipase. When the digested food reaches the small intestine, it is mixed with bile and pancreatic secretions in the duodenum, forming an emulsion stabilized by endogenous surfactants ([Figure 2](#f2-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="fig"}). In this regard, BSs have been recognized to cover the interface of lipid nutrients, promoting the lipolysis process.[@b2-ijn-10-3955],[@b45-ijn-10-3955]

Bile salts as absorption enhancers
----------------------------------

In the pharmaceutical field, a direct relationship between endogenous bile and bioavailability of poorly soluble drugs can be elucidated. PL--BS MM formed after oral administration usually stand behind enhanced solubilization and absorption of poorly soluble drugs.[@b44-ijn-10-3955] In this quest, [Figure 2](#f2-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates absorption and digestion mechanisms of fats and fatty carrier self-emulsifying drug delivery system (SEDDS) in the GIT. SEDDS are o/w emulsion preconcentrates that entrap lipophilic actives.[@b21-ijn-10-3955],[@b22-ijn-10-3955],[@b25-ijn-10-3955] Formation of MM with BSs was reported as one of three pathways to facilitate digestion and transport of drug-loaded SEDDS to the enterocytes and subsequent absorption process.[@b46-ijn-10-3955]

Various in vivo studies with cannulated bile duct of animals showed improvement in oral bioavailability of xenobiotics in the presence of bile juice.[@b47-ijn-10-3955] van Hasselt et al[@b48-ijn-10-3955] have reported that absorption of Vitamin K from polymeric micelles was not achieved in patients lacking bile production (cholestasis). BSs were found important in extracting the vitamin from the dosage form and solubilizing it. Whereas Kim et al[@b49-ijn-10-3955] reported that BSs were additionally capable of inhibiting the precipitation of furosemide drug solutions owing to its pH-dependent solubility. In view of the prominent impact of BSs on absorption of lipophilic API (Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient), Zhang et al[@b50-ijn-10-3955] investigated the effect of BSs on the intestinal absorption of lipid nanocarriers. Their results showed that BSs could improve Candesartan cellular uptake in Caco-2 cell monolayers via the active processes and the lymphatic targeting mechanism.[@b50-ijn-10-3955] The aforementioned examples demonstrate the beneficial effect of BSs on the oral bioavailability of drugs.

Peculiar structure and self-assembled topologies
------------------------------------------------

This peculiar structure results in a complex self-assembly behavior with very distinct aggregate properties,[@b3-ijn-10-3955],[@b7-ijn-10-3955] in particular, the small size of BS micelles formed at low critical micellar concentration, which is a considerable challenge to measurement techniques.[@b7-ijn-10-3955] Another structural feature distinguishing BSs from conventional amphiphiles is their application as low-molecular-weight gelators.[@b18-ijn-10-3955],[@b51-ijn-10-3955] Aggregates formed at low concentration were attributed to hydrophobic interaction between steroidal domains, whereas aggregates formed by further increase in concentration were reported to exhibit hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of various dimeric BS units.[@b52-ijn-10-3955]

BSs exhibit intriguing phase behavior in mixtures with other amphiphiles, as mainly exemplified in BS--PL mixtures commonly utilized in solubilizing hydrophobic actives. According to the PL/BS ratio and characteristics of the resultant system, the BS/PL combination may result in either MM (with hydrophobic core) or BS-containing vesicles with a hydrophilic core and PL bilayer. According to the ratios of the three biliary lipids, different topologies may form and vary in particle size ranging from simple micelles (1--2 nm) to MM (4--10 nm), small unilamellar vesicles (40--100 nm) and, finally, large multilamellar vesicles (300--500 nm).[@b11-ijn-10-3955],[@b53-ijn-10-3955] Endogenous self-assembled aggregates of bile lipids were exploited by pharmaceutical researchers to fabricate BS-integrated nanocarriers, as will be discussed in the following section.

BS-integrated nanomedicines
===========================

Recently, BSs have been exploited as a core for versatile nanosystems. From a review of the literature, four major categories of BS-integrated nanocarriers can be identified. These include size-tunable cholate NPs, BS--PL MM, bilosomes, and surface-engineered bilosomes ([Figure 3](#f3-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="fig"}).

Size-tunable cholate nanocarriers
---------------------------------

Recently, a unique class of amphiphilic copolymers was introduced into the field of cancer targeting and gene delivery based on BS core. Such polymers are composed of a hydrophilic linear hydrophilic biodegradable branch (such as PEG \[polyethylene glycol\], dextran, pullan, chitosan, and PLGA \[poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)\]) and a flexible two-arm linear oligomer of cholic acids as a hydrophobic core-forming block. Owing to hydrophilicity of the surface, such amphiphilic structures would spontaneously form self-nanoaggregates in water promoted by intra- and/or intermolecular association between hydrophobic segments to minimize interfacial free energy. Furthermore, the resultant nanocarriers exhibit tunable properties owing to the rigidity of the steroidal polycyclic backbone and the amphiphilic properties of bile acids. Consequently, biodegradable nanocarriers based on bile acids are of captivating potential in the field of drug delivery.[@b54-ijn-10-3955]

The biocompatibility and unique amphiphilic structure of cholic acid favored its choice as the building block of copolymers in many studies.[@b42-ijn-10-3955],[@b43-ijn-10-3955],[@b55-ijn-10-3955] Cholic acid is a unique facial amphiphilic molecule displaying two methyl groups and three hydroxyl groups on two opposite faces of a rigid polycyclic steroidal scaffold with one carboxyl group at one end for covalent ligation. These features make cholic acid an excellent candidate for constructing functionalized molecular architectures with well-defined geometrical properties as well as molecular container for host--guest chemistry.[@b56-ijn-10-3955],[@b57-ijn-10-3955] It was reported that physicochemical properties of the amphiphilic polymers and the resulting micelles can be fine-tuned by varying the length of linear PEG chains and the configuration of cholic acid oligomer. These include particle size, critical micelle concentration, and drug-loading capacity. Cholic and deoxycholic acids have been conjugated to natural (such as chitosan, dextran) and synthetic polymers (such as dendrimers) as well.[@b54-ijn-10-3955]

Nanocarriers based on BS-polymer conjugates could be successfully loaded with the lipophilic anticancer drug paclitaxel with high drug loading, antitumor activity, and stability compared with marketed products (Taxol^®^ and Abraxane^®^). Targeted drug delivery to tumor sites with these novel micelles was demonstrated by near-infrared fluorescence imaging in nude mice bearing ovarian cancer xenograft ([Figure 4](#f4-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="fig"}).[@b58-ijn-10-3955]

In another study, novel carboxymethylated curdlan (CM-curdlan) conjugate self-assembled NPs were prepared. A lipophilic anticancer drug (epirubicin) was successfully loaded into the hydrophobic deoxycholate core of the self-assembled NPs, and a sustained drug release pattern was demonstrated.[@b43-ijn-10-3955] CM-curdlan has good water solubility, good bioactivity, as well as antitumor activity. Tissue biodistribution study demonstrated that the self-assembled NPs could improve the accumulation of epirubicin in tumor and reduce its uptake in the heart.[@b59-ijn-10-3955]

### Impact of physicochemical properties on targeting efficiency

In the field of cancer targeting, physicochemical properties of NPs would greatly influence their biodistribution parameters (including opsonization, clearance with macrophage) and hematocompatibility (interaction with blood components). Major physicochemical properties reported to affect NPs behavior are particle size, surface charge, hydrophobicity, and, most recently, surface morphology. The optimum range of nanocarrier particle size for passive tumor targeting has been reported to be around 10--100 nm. In this regard, size-tunable cholate NPs exhibited an advantage over chitosan NPs, whose size range extends from 150 to 500 nm with subsequent significant liver uptake. Cholate NPs exhibited narrow particle size range (20--60 nm) for effective tumor targeting with minimum liver uptake, another advantage over chitosan NPs that generally exhibit larger polydispersity index.[@b60-ijn-10-3955]--[@b62-ijn-10-3955]

Hydrophilic polymers (such as PEG) have been widely used to coat the surface of NPs. Such PEGylation would counteract the hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between NPs and plasma proteins (opsonins) or macrophages, resulting in less reticulo-endothelial system uptake and prolonged blood circulation time.[@b63-ijn-10-3955],[@b64-ijn-10-3955] In this context, Xiao et al[@b65-ijn-10-3955] have investigated the impact of surface charge on the cellular uptake and in vivo fate of PEG-oligocholic acid-based micellar NPs. They reported a nonspecific uptake of the NPs by the macrophages when high charge (either positive or negative) was employed, resulting in high liver localization of the drug. In addition, positively charged NPs exhibited dose-dependent hemolytic activities and cytotoxicity against macrophages, whereas negatively charged NPs did not show obvious hemolytic and cytotoxic properties. They attributed hemolysis induced by positively charged NPs to the strong electrostatic interaction between the particles and erythrocyte membrane, which facilitates the insertion of the whole particles into the membrane, resulting in disruption of red blood cells. Slightly negative charge on the particle surface resulted in decreased liver uptake, protecting the NPs from phagocytosis with preferential uptake at the tumor site. As a consequence, the authors recommended a slight negative charge for optimal cancer delivery to minimize the undesirable rapid elimination of NPs from the blood circulation, and facilitate their accumulation at the tumor sites.[@b65-ijn-10-3955]

Furthermore, NP morphology has been recently reported to be a crucial parameter affecting NPs' biodistribution and cellular uptake.[@b66-ijn-10-3955] A review of the literature revealed that nonspherical NPs show great promise as cancer drug-delivery vectors, such as filamentous, wormlike micelles, or needle-like morphologies. This may be explained with reference to facilitated adhesion of NPs on cell membranes and subsequent facilitated endocytosis.[@b67-ijn-10-3955] Traditional spherical micelles remain the dominant shape of nanocarriers described in the literature due to synthesis and testing difficulties. Therefore, efforts are being made to develop facile and versatile NP synthesis methodologies with the flexibility to create different shapes, tunable sizes, and adaptable surface chemistries.[@b68-ijn-10-3955] Therefore, although not so far investigated, nonspherical morphology of size-tunable cholate NPs might stand behind their superiority in cancer targeting and delivery.

Despite the reported advantage of BS--polymeric nanoaggregates as parenteral cancer therapy, it is not the case for oral delivery. Although the oral route is the most convenient one, poor oral bioavailability of drugs is a common handicap usually managed via PL-based nanocarriers. As the oral route is considered the cornerstone of drug delivery, peroral BS--PL MM and BS-vesicles will be covered in the following section.

Bile salt-phospholipid mixed micelles
-------------------------------------

BS micelles are a clear nanoformulation with a hydrophobic core suitable for incorporation of insoluble actives. BSs in colloidal micelles have been exploited to increase the oral bioavailability of hydrophobic actives, such as phenothiazine and amphotericin B.[@b69-ijn-10-3955] Furthermore, MM demonstrate advantages in parenteral delivery in view of their small size (usually smaller than 60 nm). They show enhanced vascular permeability to leaky vasculature (as in the case of tumors) avoiding opsonization.[@b53-ijn-10-3955] BSs--PL MM demonstrate advantages on BS simple micelles realizing amenability of PL to attenuate membrane damage of BSs.[@b70-ijn-10-3955] According to the packing parameter (PP) concept (p = *V*/*A*~o~ × *l*~c~), differential formation of either MM or vesicles when mixing BSs and PL could be explained. *V* and *l*~c~ are the total volume and the extended length of the nonpolar chain(s), respectively, and *A*~o~ is the optimal head group area of the molecule. It was reported that aggregation of amphiphilic molecules with PP from 0.5 to 1 usually results in bilayer formation (vesicles) due to truncated cone geometry. On the other hand, when PP is lower than 0.5, assembly usually favors micelle formation owing to cone-shape geometry,[@b71-ijn-10-3955] as demonstrated in [Figure 5A](#f5-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="fig"}.[@b53-ijn-10-3955]

[Figure 5B](#f5-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="fig"} represents a phase diagram demonstrating how the ratio of BS:PL would determine whether the resultant system either mixed vesicles or mixed micelles.[@b72-ijn-10-3955] The study demonstrated a significant enhancement of silybin bioavailability from oral BS/PL micelles.[@b53-ijn-10-3955] Nevertheless, MM still encompass relatively higher ratio of BS (20%--50%) compared with BS-vesicles (nonclear region in phase diagram) with a relatively higher possibility of membrane damage. Furthermore, MM are not suitable for incorporation of hydrophilic drug candidates, in contrast to BS-vesicles.[@b53-ijn-10-3955],[@b73-ijn-10-3955] Those drawbacks might explain the limited number of mixed micellar drug products being introduced into the commercial pharmaceutical market so far.[@b53-ijn-10-3955]

Bilosomes
---------

BSs have been recognized as topical penetration enhancers due to the membrane-destabilizing activities. In a paradoxical effect, BSs were found to subsequently stabilize oral liposomal vesicles against further effects of bile acids when integrated into the vesicular double layer, forming what is called bilosomes.[@b4-ijn-10-3955],[@b29-ijn-10-3955],[@b36-ijn-10-3955] Bilosomes have been recently investigated by many authors under different scientific terminologies, including BS reinforced liposomes, liposomes containing BS,[@b40-ijn-10-3955],[@b74-ijn-10-3955] nanobilosomes,[@b38-ijn-10-3955] and BS stabilized vesicles.[@b37-ijn-10-3955],[@b39-ijn-10-3955] As bilosomes are prepared from naturally occurring lipids and have no apparent toxicity associated with their use, they represent a useful modification of conventional liposomes for the oral delivery of proteins and peptides. Further advantages of bilosomes including higher GIT stability, nanosize, negative surface charge, hydrophobic nature, and technical feasibility to scale up can successfully convert the bilosomes into a clinical reality. According to Mazer's model, BS molecules are not only positioned around vesicular surfaces but also embedded in the PL bilayer.[@b53-ijn-10-3955] Consequently, bilosomes have been recently utilized to improve the oral bioavailability of many problematic drugs, as will be addressed in the next sections.

### Drug candidates

Different APIs have been successful candidates for bilosomes, as detailed in the following sections. [Table 1](#t1-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="table"} summarizes variable bilosomal formulations with corresponding loaded drugs and principal research findings.

#### Oral vaccines and hydrophilic actives

Oral vaccines provide significant advantages as a noninvasive, needle-free administration route with subsequent ease of administration, better patient compliance, and lower susceptibility to cross-contamination. However, pharmaceutical application of this route is marred by the harsh gastrointestinal environment that is detrimental to many vaccine formulations.[@b4-ijn-10-3955],[@b29-ijn-10-3955],[@b33-ijn-10-3955],[@b34-ijn-10-3955],[@b75-ijn-10-3955] Obstacles to oral antigen delivery include degradation of oral antigens by proteolytic enzymes and hydrochloric acid in addition to poor absorption by gut-associated lymphoid tissue. As a consequence, larger and more frequent doses of oral vaccines would be required to give equal immunity to parenteral vaccines, leading to the formation of specific tolerance to such an antigen.[@b4-ijn-10-3955],[@b36-ijn-10-3955]--[@b39-ijn-10-3955] It was reported that currently the only orally administered vaccine is the attenuated polio vaccine with the subsequent problem that it can revert to virulence.[@b35-ijn-10-3955]

In this quest, a variety of nanocarriers like polymeric micro/NPs, liposomes, and niosomes have been reported with improved immunological performance.[@b29-ijn-10-3955] Bilosomes have been recently addressed, as novel colloidal vehicles have drawn attention in the field of oral immunization, such as cholera toxin vaccine, diphtheria toxoid vaccine, recombinant baculovirus vaccine, influenza vaccines, hepatitis B vaccine, and others.[@b4-ijn-10-3955],[@b29-ijn-10-3955],[@b33-ijn-10-3955]--[@b39-ijn-10-3955],[@b75-ijn-10-3955] Vaccines based on nanobilosomes were reported to stimulate comparatively balanced systemic as well as local mucosal immune responses. Oral vaccination using bilosomes was proposed as a needle-free, painless approach to immunization and thereby enhanced patient compliance, consequently increasing vaccination coverage. Furthermore, bilosomes were reported to provide a safer surrogate for oral attenuated vaccines with a lower possibility of reversion to virulence.[@b35-ijn-10-3955] Oral bilosome preparation could induce significant cell-mediated responses against synthetic peptides comparable to those obtained by systemic immunization.[@b39-ijn-10-3955],[@b75-ijn-10-3955],[@b76-ijn-10-3955]

#### Oral hydrophobic drugs

Amenability of bilosomes for enhancing oral availability was not confined to hydrophilic drugs entrapped in hydrophilic core.[@b77-ijn-10-3955] Few hydrophobic actives have been successful candidates for bilosomes as well where the drug would be entrapped in the PL bilayer of the vesicles. In this context, Chen et al[@b41-ijn-10-3955] have investigated the oral bioavailability of fenofibrate-loaded bilosomes and conventional liposomes compared with the micronized form of the drug. Bioavailability from bilosomes was significantly higher than that from liposomes and the micronized form. Contradictory results were demonstrated by in vitro release study, where the fenofibrate micronized form showed the highest percentage of release. The same disparity between in vivo and in vitro release results was observed by Guan et al.[@b78-ijn-10-3955] The authors loaded another lipophilic API (Cyclosporine) in bilosomes in comparison with conventional liposomes and marketed a microemulsion product (Sandimmune^®^ and Neoral^®^ \[Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation, East Hanover, NJ, USA\]). Among others, bilosomes exhibited the lowest in vitro drug release but the highest oral bioavailability. Poor in vitro/in vivo correlation for oral liposomal formulations implied a potential drawback in in vitro release as an assessment tool of bilosomes. In vitro release media are usually deprived of any biosurfactants, enzymes, or bile content and thus may not faithfully mimic in vivo digestion. The in vitro assay failed to take into account the possible disruption of liposomal vesicular structure in physiological conditions. Furthermore, the cellulose artificial membrane does not mimic the PL consistency of the biological GIT barrier.[@b79-ijn-10-3955]

### Mechanisms of bioavailability enhancement

In view of the complexity of the gastrointestinal physiology, the exact mechanism of enhanced bioavailability of oral bilosomes has not so far been fully elucidated. One can say it is a consequence of the interplay between many factors including the protective effect against GIT harsh conditions, membrane fluidizing ability, and physicochemical properties of incorporated BS.[@b31-ijn-10-3955] Compared with conventional vesicles, bilosomes were reported to possess significantly higher stability and protective properties against gastric gastrointestinal enzymes, pH and bile content. Such an effect could be attributed to the remarkable protective effect against damage by BSs and protease ([Figure 6](#f6-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="fig"}). Maintenance of intact vesicles in GIT for prolonged periods of time would facilitate their uptake by M cells in the Peyer's patch.[@b29-ijn-10-3955] Furthermore, the ultradeformability of liposomes containing BSs may allow carrier-mediated transmembrane absorption.[@b41-ijn-10-3955]

The latter theory was supported by Niu et al[@b40-ijn-10-3955],[@b74-ijn-10-3955] who reported that enhancement of oral bioavailability and the hypoglycemic effect of insulin by bilosomal formulation was dose- and size dependent. Consequently, results proposed absorption of the drug in the form of intact vesicles.

Alternatively, the hypothesis of lipophilic ion-pair formation between BSs and hydrophilic API was proposed.[@b80-ijn-10-3955] Thereby, an increase in the passive diffusion of water-soluble molecules across biological membranes, as well as the membrane fluidizing effect of BSs would also justify bioavailability enhancement.[@b81-ijn-10-3955] Such ion-pair complexes would also be advantageous in terms of increasing the entrapment efficiency of cationic hydrophilic drugs, owing to the formation of more lipophilic compounds and higher affinity to phosphatidylcholine. Yang et al[@b77-ijn-10-3955] have proposed that BSs facilitated the distribution of cationic drug propranolol into cell membranes via electrostatic interactions and formation of ion pairs.

### Comparative oral stability of bilosomes

As mentioned in the previous section, the positive effect of bilosomes on bioavailability is mainly ascribed to the gastroprotective effect. Bilosomes were reported to demonstrate higher oral stability in GIT compared with BS-deprived nanovesicles. Conacher et al[@b4-ijn-10-3955] have compared the oral immunization potential of bilosomes with that of nonionic vesicles (niosomes). Both vesicular preparations retained almost all of the entrapped bovine serum albumin when incubated with a 5 mM BS solution. However, this was not the case when the BS concentration was increased to 20 mM, where most of the albumin initially entrapped in niosomes was lost. On the other hand, bilosomes incubated with 20 mM BS solution still retained 85% of albumin relative to the initial load of protein. Results were explained on the basis of higher resistance of bilosomes to gastric degradation by impact of external bile content. Therefore, only bilosomal formulation could significantly generate high titers of virus-specific immunoglobulins compared with niosomes. In another study, Hu et al[@b31-ijn-10-3955] investigated the stability of oral bilosomes versus that of conventional liposomes in simulated gastrointestinal media containing various pH, BS, and enzyme levels. Nanovesicles were loaded with calcein as a small hydrophilic molecule and insulin as a model soluble macromolecule. Both low pH and BS resulted in a significant increase in calcein release from liposomes without significant variation in particle size and distribution. It was proposed that liposomal integrity changed when the liposomes were subjected to BS by forming transient pores but not by a rupture or complete disintegration. Bilosomes retained significantly more encapsulated insulin in simulated gastrointestinal media containing pepsin or pancreatin in comparison with conventional liposome.

Nevertheless, this review does not consider the suggested theory of pore formation to be the optimum explanation. A review of the literature in this quest found that BS integration into PL bilayers would stabilize the PL bilayer by a progressive increase in BS concentration. New mixed micellar and vesicular structures are then formed, while the entrapped material will be released and recaptured accordingly.[@b2-ijn-10-3955],[@b28-ijn-10-3955],[@b29-ijn-10-3955],[@b31-ijn-10-3955],[@b32-ijn-10-3955],[@b40-ijn-10-3955],[@b75-ijn-10-3955],[@b82-ijn-10-3955] The nanostructures formed might explain the insignificant change in the particle size of liposomes, while the release of hydrophilic digestible API into the GIT might explain the decrease in encapsulation efficiency and subsequent possible decrease in oral bioavailability reported by Hu et al.[@b31-ijn-10-3955] The destabilization process of the liposomal bilayers was suggested to occur in two steps. First, BS molecules adsorb at the external membrane surface, followed by their insertion within the vesicle bilayers. The BS destabilizing effect was reported to be of lower potential on multilamellar vesicles compared with small unilamellar vesicles.[@b29-ijn-10-3955],[@b33-ijn-10-3955],[@b82-ijn-10-3955]

### Rationale choice of BS type

Various BSs have been screened in the literature, and the impact of each slat appears to be case specific. The unique chemical structure of BSs gives them varied physicochemical and biological characteristics. In general, at sublytic concentrations, BS monomers insert into cell membranes with an extent being determined by their lipophilicity. However, other effects, including amphiphilicity and steric hindrance, are involved.[@b83-ijn-10-3955] Regarding physicochemical properties, factors such as solubility, p*K*~a~, conjugation, and chemical structure could influence BS selection. Conjugated BSs are generally much more soluble than the unconjugated form. p*K*~a~ values of different BSs vary according to conjugation and length of the acidic group. In general, BSs are weak acids with p*K*~a~ of (4.5) for unconjugated forms, (3.5) for glycine conjugates, and (2) for taurine conjugates. Conjugation with amino acids increases the polarity and acidity of side chain leading to lower p*K*~a~. Such an effect may explain preferential use of conjugated BSs (particularly taurocholates) as pharmaceutical excipients owing to lower precipitation tendency upon increasing the pH of the formulation.[@b44-ijn-10-3955] Specific BS structure may exhibit higher fitness for ion-pair formation with certain hydrophilic active resulting in better permeation. This was manifested in the superiority of sodium deoxycholate (SDC) to form ion pairs with propranolol with higher membrane permeability compared with other BSs.[@b77-ijn-10-3955]

On the other hand, BSs possess variable critical biological properties, affecting their intended outcomes. These include protective potential against GIT drug degradation, safety to epithelial cells, and permeation-enhancing activity measured as impact on intestinal permeability coefficient (*P*~app~). Niu et al[@b40-ijn-10-3955] have investigated the impact of cholate salt type on the hypoglycemic activity and oral bioavailability of insulin. BSs investigated were sodium glycocholate (SGC), sodium taurocholate (STC), or SDC. Among others, SGC exhibited the highest oral bioavailability compared with other cholates and conventional liposomes. Such an effect could be attributed to different protective effects of BSs on the drug encapsulated. It was reported that SGC could provide the best protection of encapsulated insulin against pepsin, trypsin, and a-chymotrypsin, followed by STC. The latter BS demonstrated better protective effects against pepsin and a-chymotrypsin but less protective effects against trypsin. SDC showed the least protection against both trypsin and a-chymotrypsin and similar protection against pepsin as conventional liposomes.[@b40-ijn-10-3955] The role of SGC in intestinal protection was reported by Niu et al[@b84-ijn-10-3955] as well. Conacher et al[@b4-ijn-10-3955] have screened a number of purified BSs (SDC, SGC, STC) to determine which best facilitated an immune response following oral vaccination with influenza antigen. They reported that all types work to varying degrees. Among others, SDC appeared to be most effective in terms of magnitude and reproducibility of the antibody response. The effect of deoxycholate salts as permeation enhancers was confirmed by Song et al[@b81-ijn-10-3955] who compared the potential of ten BSs to enhance the intestinal *P*~app~ and to impart damage to epithelial cells. The latter effect was measured by decrease in transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) across the cell monolayer of the Caco-2 cell line. They reported that sodium taurodeoxycholate (STDC) in the optimal ratio of 0.1% possesses the highest potential to increase GIT permeability with the lowest epithelial damage compared with other surfactants. Such an effect might be ascribed to the ion-pair forming ability of the BSs with calcitonin (CT). In this quest, merit index (MI) was proposed as an important parameter that expresses permeability versus membrane damaging effect of bioenhancers. MI was defined as the ratio of a fold increase in *P*~app~ over a fold increase in TEER. The larger the MI, the more merit evaluated for the enhancer. [Table 2](#t2-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="table"} demonstrates the superiority of BSs over quaternary ammonium compounds and anionic SDS as inferred from a twofold increase in MI. The results showed superior permeation-enhancing effect with lower membrane damage compared with conventional surfactants.

Generally, mixing BSs with PL was reported to attenuate their damaging effect on biomembranes.[@b70-ijn-10-3955] Therefore, the proper choice of BS type and concentration in a bilosomal system can combine safety and permeation-enhancing effects. This was contended by Song et al[@b81-ijn-10-3955] who reported biocompatibility of bilosomes with the Caco-2 cells. Bilosomes neither affected the cell viability nor induced apoptosis within a 24 hours investigation with faster uptake as well as more drug transport.[@b81-ijn-10-3955] Such disparities in the superiority of different BSs in the literature implied case-specificity of BS for each drug. A drug with a high liability for hydrolysis would need a differently tailored system than another with poor wettability or a third one suffering from poor permeability. Therefore, the choice of optimum BS type would be the net result of an interplay between different physicochemical and biological factors.[@b4-ijn-10-3955],[@b37-ijn-10-3955],[@b39-ijn-10-3955]

### Nonoral bilosomes

In a paradoxical effect for oral bilosomes where BS content strengthens the wall against digestion, BS-modified liposomes have been utilized via other routes as permeation enhancers due to elasticity. In this context, transdermal transferosomes have been investigated in numerous research articles for enhancing percutaneous drug absorption.[@b14-ijn-10-3955],[@b19-ijn-10-3955] Transferosomes are ultradeformable liposomes that contain different edge activators including BSs.[@b85-ijn-10-3955] Transferosomes containing BSs demonstrated efficacy in improving transdermal permeation of cosmetics and pharmaceutical molecules when used in concentrations lower than 0.2%.[@b86-ijn-10-3955] Sodium cholate demonstrated efficacy as edge activator as equal as Tween-80 and Span-80 in improving transdermal permeation of estradiol.[@b87-ijn-10-3955]

A severe shortage in the research investigating potential of bilosomal delivery via topical routes of administration was observed. For instance, the application of bilosomes in corneal penetration is a novel field that has not so far been fully investigated. Dai et al[@b88-ijn-10-3955] have considered elaboration and corneal permeation of bilosomes as novel ocular delivery systems for tacrolimus. The latter is a new immunosuppressive agent used after corneal transplantation, exhibiting up to 100 times the potency of cyclosporin (A). A previous study has indicated that liposomes loaded with tacrolimus can facilitate penetration of the drug across the cornea into the aqueous humor.[@b88-ijn-10-3955] However, transcorneal permeation from liposomal suspension was still too small to achieve a therapeutic effect. Realizing poor corneal permeation of drugs and delivery systems, the authors investigated ocular tacrolimus bilosomes containing different types of BSs as permeation enhancers. A significant enhancement of corneal permeation was demonstrated by bilosomes compared with liposomes. STC bilosomes exhibited higher corneal permeation compared with SDC and SGC that showed comparative permeation profiles. Such an effect was attributed to amenability of BSs to transiently open tight junction besides higher elasticity compared with cholesterol liposomes. It is worth noting here that SDC was particularly toxic to corneal cells, while STC and SGC are safe for ophthalmic application.

Modified bilosomal formulations
-------------------------------

Recent research trends have encompassed elaboration of new modifications of bilosomes with improved characteristics. Being novel platforms, they have not attracted sufficient interest so far. In view of their future potential for drug delivery, the following sections will highlight their fundamentals.

### Probilosomes

Recently, nanocarrier preconcentrates (or self-emulsifying nanocarriers) have captured much attention in scientific committees.[@b21-ijn-10-3955],[@b22-ijn-10-3955] Nanocarrier preconcentrates can spontaneously form the corresponding liquid-state nanomedicine upon ingestion. Because they are deprived of water, self-nanocarriers possess higher physical stability compared with liquid nanocarriers. Proliposomes are dry, free-flowing granular products that instantaneously form multilamellar liposomal dispersion upon ingestion. It was reported that oral delivery of liposomes could be improved by enhancing their ability to retain their integrity at the site of absorption, which could be achieved by formulating them into proliposomes.[@b89-ijn-10-3955],[@b90-ijn-10-3955] Despite the higher stability properties on liquid-state liposomes, self-liposomal formulations suffer a low apparent *P*~app~ compared with the optimal value favoring intestinal absorption.[@b91-ijn-10-3955]

Such a problem entailed incorporation of an absorption enhancer into a liposomal matrix that causes no damage to epithelial cells. In this context, Song et al[@b81-ijn-10-3955] have developed proliposomes using STDC (2.5%, w/w) for the oral delivery of salmon calcitonin. They reported a 7.1-fold increase in the calcitonin bioavailability from probilosomes. They assumed that proliposomes are superior in protecting calcitonin against possible degradation by gastric fluid. Furthermore, entrapment efficiency and permeation of probilosomes were higher compared with the proliposomes that could be attributed to the formation of a lipophilic ion pair between the drug and BS.[@b81-ijn-10-3955]

### Surface-engineered bilosomes

Surface modification of bilosomes has been recently proposed in a few research articles attempting to increase stability and targeting efficiency of the nanovesicles. In the field of oral immunization, surface-modified vesicles were reported by anchoring a suitable ligand for a variety of receptors (such as mannosyl, galactosyl, folic acid and fibronectin) preferentially and abundantly present on the cell surface of antigen-presenting cells in mucosal linings.[@b92-ijn-10-3955],[@b93-ijn-10-3955] In this context, Jain et al[@b29-ijn-10-3955] developed novel glucomannan-modified (GM) bilosomes for eliciting an immune response following the oral administration of tetanus toxoid. The authors compared three types of vesicular systems, niosomes, bilosomes, and GM-bilosomes. All vesicular systems exhibited comparable in vitro quality attributes (particle size, zeta potential, and entrapment efficiency). Nevertheless, GM-bilosomes showed a higher immunological response parallel to maintained chemical and conformation stability of the tetanus toxoid entrapped. Results revealed significant immunological superiority of GM-bilosomes to conventional bilosomes and superiority of both formulations to niosomes, oral and IM peptides. The authors attributed this improvement to the polymeric nature of GM that increases the surface functionality by increasing mannose molecules density on the surface, which can enhance the uptake of mannosylated bilosomes by the antigen-presenting cells. Furthermore, the polymeric nature of GM can also provide stability against digestive enzymes. The ability of glucomannosylated bilosomes to improve targeting efficiency for oral immunization with bovine serum albumin has also been reported.[@b75-ijn-10-3955]

Surface-modified bilosomes for targeting of M cells of Peyer's patches have been recently investigated. Bilosomal surface was anchored with cholera toxin subunit (CTS) as a ligand targeting Peyer's patches. The efficient uptake of loaded serum albumin and subsequent elicitation of immune response have been reported.[@b39-ijn-10-3955] In another study, M-cell targeted bilosomes were exploited for oral delivery of hepatitis B surface antigen. Conjugation of bilosomes with CTS increased transmucosal uptake via M cells with elicited immunity comparable to IM injection.[@b36-ijn-10-3955] In these studies, the authors have exploited the reported preferential affinity of CTS to glycolipid receptor on M-cell.[@b94-ijn-10-3955] Consequently, CTS-conjugated bilosomes were proposed to gain access to the gut associated lymphoid tissue to produce an efficient mucosal immune response. From a review of the literature, it is apparent that the enhanced efficacy of surface-modified bilosomes is attributed to the surface ligand rather than the BS.

Paradoxical effects of BS
=========================

Earlier in this article, the positive effect of endogenous BSs and BS-integrated dosage forms on bioavailability was discussed.[@b11-ijn-10-3955],[@b44-ijn-10-3955],[@b48-ijn-10-3955] Nevertheless, a contradictory effect was demonstrated when exogenous bile was coadministered with oral solid formulations.[@b91-ijn-10-3955] Administration of exogenous bile was accompanied by decreased oral bioavailability of atenolol[@b95-ijn-10-3955] and nitrendipine.[@b96-ijn-10-3955] It was suggested that coadministration of exogenous unconjugated BSs (such as ursodeoxycholic acid and CDCA) with drug formulation decreases the function of endogenous more soluble BS conjugates.

Another paradoxical effect of BSs was reported by Patra et al[@b52-ijn-10-3955] on curcumin release from BS-containing liposomes. They reported that alteration of membrane fluidity by BSs exhibited an opposing effect in the liquid crystalline phase (55°C) compared with that in the solid gel phase (25°C). Incorporation of monomeric BS molecules within a very low concentration range of 5--50 μM could increase the wetting and membrane fluidity in the solid gel phase. However, membrane fluidity decreased in the liquid crystalline phase that was reported to possess lyophobic nature.[@b97-ijn-10-3955] Paradoxical effect of BS in liquid crystalline phase could be ascribed to an interaction between hydrophobic tail of sodium cholate and the membrane ([Figure 7](#f7-ijn-10-3955){ref-type="fig"}). In the liquid crystalline phase, the liposomal bilayer is relatively less dense compared with the solid gel phase, with subsequent easier blurring of BSs into the bilayer. Less hydrophilic salt (SDC) was reported to be more densely integrated into the hydrophobic bilayer compared with sodium cholate. Higher BS concentration would lead to higher incorporation into the bilayer with higher expulsion of the lipophilic drug incorporated. Researchers should therefore pay close attention to PL, BS ratio, and type that may dramatically alter the composition and characteristics of delivery systems.

Current restrains, future perspectives, and opinions
====================================================

A close examination of the literature accentuates a major restraint during bilosomal development. Poor in vitro/in vivo correlation is a common drawback with a lack of in vitro method that mimics the actual conditions. Regular in vitro release methods lack the biological constituents significantly affecting vesicular digestion (BSs and enzymes). Using ex vivo permeation models and regular cell lines to assess vesicular permeability would lack this factor as well. A proposed solution would involve employment of the in vitro digestion-Caco-2 cell model.[@b79-ijn-10-3955] This would encompass digestive enzymes and BS content in addition to amenability for assessment of depot liposomal formulations.

The promising characteristics of bilosomes propose them as imperative cores for surface modifications. A proposed nanoformulation for future investigation is polymer-coated bilosomes. Polymeric NPs with bilosomal core would combine the advantages of PL content and permeation enhancer with targeting and entrapment properties of the shell. Furthermore, surface modification of bilosomes using ligands with preferential tumor accumulation would pave the way for cancer targeting and elaboration of stealth bilosomes. Another novel BS-integrated nanocarrier proposed in this review is BS-integrated chylomicrons. Such a novel nanocarrier is anticipated to provoke the preferential affinity of chylomicron for oral lymphatic targeting in addition to stabilizing and permeation-enhancing effects of BS. Paliwal et al[@b98-ijn-10-3955] estimated chylomicron mimicking carrier emulsome for lymph targeting of methotrexate after oral delivery. After taking samples from both blood and lymph, higher uptake and longer residence time of methotrexate molecules in lymphatics was reported. Certain lipid constituents of chylomicron trigger lymphatic targeting even after digestion. Finally, self-dispersing bilosomes to be filled in capsules are proposed as a portable solid dosage form with enhanced permeability of liquid bilosomes and superior in vitro stability. Some of those systems are currently under investigation by our work groups.

Although bilosomes proved to be a successful carrier for cationic water-soluble actives, sufficient loading of anionic active is still an obstacle. Taking into consideration negative charge and hydrophilicity of BSs, incorporation of cationic active would hold the BS in the bilayer to exert its membrane-stabilizing effect. Nevertheless, incorporation of anionic hydrophilic drugs would be accompanied by low entrapment efficiency, migration of both hydrophilic BSs and active to external phase, simulating migration of surfactant in type IV of the lipid formulation classification system.[@b21-ijn-10-3955] The challenge of incorporating anionic hydrophilic drugs (like risedronate) into bilosomes is currently being addressed by our work group.

Conclusion
==========

In this article, the pharmaceutical importance of BSs as endogenous modulators, signaling agents, and nanocarrier excipients has been emphasized. Endogenous BS-based strategies to treat hypercholesterolemia and liver cancer have been highlighted. BS-integrated nanocarriers have been surveyed with crucial applications based on the physicochemical properties of BSs. The criteria for a rationale choice of BS type in nanomedicine have been explained. Important considerations of researchers in the selection and assessment of proper BS-integrated nanocarriers appropriate for certain drugs were highlighted. The advantages and paradoxical effects of BSs have been discussed. Future perspectives have been suggested in view of current limitations and obstacles.
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![Illustrative diagram summarizing (**A**) BS in human digestive system; (**B**) chemical structure of deoxycholic acid; (**C**) schematic representation of facial amphiphilic structure of conjugated deoxycholic acid with hydrophobic convex side and hydrophilic concave side; and (**D**) BS micelle.\
**Note:** Modified from Maldonado-Valderrama et al[@b2-ijn-10-3955] and Conacher et al.[@b4-ijn-10-3955]\
**Abbreviations:** BS, bile salt; CDCA, chenodeoxycholic acid.](ijn-10-3955Fig1){#f1-ijn-10-3955}

![Schematic representation of the absorption and digestion mechanisms of fats and fatty carrier (SEDDS) in the GIT.[@b46-ijn-10-3955]\
**Notes:** (**A**) Drug diffusion from intact carrier; (**B**) nanoemulsion forms endogenous mixed micelle; (**C**) absorption of intact drug; loaded nanocarrier.\
**Abbreviations:** TG, triglycerides; MG, monoglycerides; ME, microemulsion; FFA, free fatty acid; SEDDS, self-emulsifying drug delivery system; GIT, gastrointestinal tract; D, drug.](ijn-10-3955Fig2){#f2-ijn-10-3955}

![Diagrammatic representation summarizing the four major BS-integrated nanosystems.\
**Note:** Modifed from Li et al[@b58-ijn-10-3955] and Wilkhu et al.[@b99-ijn-10-3955]\
**Abbreviation:** BS, bile salt.](ijn-10-3955Fig3){#f3-ijn-10-3955}

![Tumor targeting of paclitaxel-loaded PEGylated nanocarrier of cholic acid in ovarian cancer xenograft.[@b58-ijn-10-3955]\
**Abbreviation:** PEG, polyethylene glycol.](ijn-10-3955Fig4){#f4-ijn-10-3955}

![(**A**) Geometric arrangements of bile salt and phospholipid molecules according to packing parameter (PP) value;[@b53-ijn-10-3955] (**B**) pseudo-ternary phase diagram for silybin-sodium cholate/phospholipid-mixed micelles.[@b72-ijn-10-3955]](ijn-10-3955Fig5){#f5-ijn-10-3955}

![Diagrammatic representation of BS stabilizing effect of oral vesicles containing protein (**A**) ruptured liposomal vesicle prior to reaching M-cell; (**B**) intact bilosomes retaining antigen offering protection therefore continue to transit toward M-Cell.\
**Note:** Modified from Wilkhu et al.[@b99-ijn-10-3955]](ijn-10-3955Fig6){#f6-ijn-10-3955}

![Schematic images of curcumin embedded in DPPC liposomes without bile salt (left image); in the presence of Na cholate (center image); and in the presence of Na deoxycholate (right image).[@b52-ijn-10-3955]\
**Abbreviation:** DPPC, dipalmityl phosphatidyl choline.](ijn-10-3955Fig7){#f7-ijn-10-3955}

###### 

Summary of versatile bilosomal formulations with different active ingredients and pharmaceutical findings

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Drug                                      Bilosomal formulation                                                                    Imperative findings                                                                                      Reference
  ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  Insulin                                   Cholesterol (CH)-bilosomes                                                               • CH was required for higher drug entrapment                                                             [@b33-ijn-10-3955]

  Taurocholate bilosomes                    • Evidence of higher oral stability\                                                     [@b32-ijn-10-3955], [@b40-ijn-10-3955], [@b74-ijn-10-3955]                                               
                                            • Size-dependent bioavailability                                                                                                                                                                  

  Nanobilosomes with different bile salts   • Mechanism of bilosome enhanced bioavailability via transenterocytic internalization\   [@b40-ijn-10-3955]                                                                                       
                                            • Relative stabilizing and fluidizing effects of bile salts\                                                                                                                                      
                                            • Superiority of sodium glycocholate                                                                                                                                                              

  Diphtheria vaccine                        Sodium deoxycholate nanobilosomes                                                        • Mucosal immunization                                                                                   [@b38-ijn-10-3955]

  hepatitis B                                                                                                                        • Comparable systemic immunization to IM injection                                                       [@b37-ijn-10-3955]

  Baculovirus                                                                                                                        • Without tolerance                                                                                      [@b34-ijn-10-3955]

  Influenza vaccine                         Sodium deoxycholate microbilosomes                                                       • Large vesicles (≥6 μm) show higher accumulation in Peyer's patches with higher mucosal immunization\   [@b4-ijn-10-3955]
                                                                                                                                     • Inverse relation between vesicle size and bile content                                                 

  Bovine serum albumin                      Cholera toxin conjugated bilosomes                                                       • M-cell targeted by anchored toxin\                                                                     [@b36-ijn-10-3955], [@b39-ijn-10-3955]
                                                                                                                                     • Higher uptake and mucosal immunization                                                                 

  Tetanus toxoid                            Glucomannan-conjugated bilosomes                                                         • Glucomannan targets receptors in APCs\                                                                 [@b29-ijn-10-3955]
                                                                                                                                     • Higher uptake, mucosal and systemic immunization                                                       

  Calcein                                   Glycocholate bilosomes                                                                   • Comparatively higher stability of bilosomes versus liposomes in gastric enzymes was demonstrated       [@b31-ijn-10-3955]

  Cyclosporine A                            Deoxycholate nanobilosomes                                                               • Higher incorporation of lipophilic drug into PL bilayer thanks to SDC fluidizing effect                [@b78-ijn-10-3955]

  Fenofibrate                                                                                                                        • Poor IVIV correlations regarding lipophilic drug release from bilosomes                                [@b41-ijn-10-3955]

  Salmon calcitonin                         Probilosomes                                                                             • Intraduodenal freeze-dried bilosomes showed a sevenfold increase in bioavailability\                   [@b81-ijn-10-3955]
                                                                                                                                     • Theory of lipophilic ion-pair complex was proposed                                                     

  Tacrolimus (FK506)                        SGC and STC bilosomes                                                                    • Bilosomes could increase corneal drug permeation\                                                      [@b88-ijn-10-3955]
                                                                                                                                     • Ocular toxicity of deoxycholate was reported                                                           

  Clotrimazole                              Cholate, deoxycholate nanovesicles                                                       • Prolonged antifungal effect of occular bilosomes                                                       [@b100-ijn-10-3955]
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Abbreviations:** SGC, sodium glycocholate; STC, sodium taurocholate; SDC, sodium deoxycholate; PL, phospholipid; APCs, antigen presenting cells; IVIV, in-vitro in-vivo correlation; IM, intramuscular.

###### 

Effects of various surfactants on the apical to basolateral permeability of sCT (300 μg/mL) and on TEER values in the Caco-2 cell monolayer (n=3--4)

  Enhancers to sCT (w/v or v/v)                *P*~app~ (cm/s, mean ± SD)   Fold increase in *P*~app~   Fold decrease in TEER   Merit index (mean ± SD)
  -------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------------------------- ----------------------- -------------------------
  No enhancer                                  1.35±0.21×10^−7^             1.00                        1.00                    1.00±0.16
  Sodium glycocholate (SGC) 0.1%               1.63±0.20×10^−7^             1.21                        1.23                    0.98±0.12
  Sodium taurocholate (STC) 0.1%               1.96±0.66×10^−7^             1.45                        1.27                    1.14±0.39
  Sodium dehydrocholate (SDHC) 0.1%            2.39±0.80×10^−7^             1.77                        1.53                    1.16±0.38
  Sodium cholate (SC) 0.1%                     2.57±0.57×10^−7^             1.90                        1.67                    1.14±0.25
  Ursodeoxycholate (UDC) 0.1%                  1.64±0.23×10^−7^             1.21                        1.03                    1.18±0.17
  Sodium tauroursodeoxycholate (STUDC) 0.1%    1.78±0.05×10^−7^             1.32                        1.02                    1.29±0.35
  Sodium taurochenodeoxycholate (STCDC) 0.1%   5.15±0.51×10^−7^             3.82                        2.30                    1.66±0.17
  Sodium deoxycholate (SDC) 0.1%               7.01±1.32×10^−7^             5.19                        3.97                    1.31±0.25
  Sodium glycodeoxycholate (SGDC) 0.1%         14.4±3.48×10^−7^             10.66                       4.57                    2.33±0.56
  Sodium taurodeoxycholate (STDC) 0.1%         14.6±1.91×10^−7^             10.81                       3.55                    3.05±0.40
  Sodium lauryl sulfate 0.01%                  1.95±0.15×10^−7^             1.44                        2.49                    0.58±0.04
  Lauroyl carnitine chloride 0.01%             2.43±0.49×10^−7^             1.80                        1.46                    1.23±0.25
  Benzalkonium chloride 0.01%                  4.10±1.40×10^−7^             3.04                        7.77                    0.39±0.13
  Benzethonium chloride 0.01%                  8.61±1.01×10^−7^             6.38                        11.51                   0.55±0.06
  Triton X-100 0.01%                           1.43±0.26×10^−7^             1.06                        1.04                    1.02±0.18
  Tween 80 0.01%                               2.08±0.46×10^−7^             1.54                        1.40                    1.10±0.24
  Cremophor EL 0.01%                           2.40±0.28×10^−7^             1.78                        1.39                    1.28±0.15

**Note:** Modified from Song et al.[@b81-ijn-10-3955]

**Abbreviations:** TEER, transepithelial electrical resistance; SD, standard deviation.
